
SCREAM MACHINE!



Tuesday 4th May

Spelling test



Official

Social

Confidential

Special

Partial

Torrential

Artificial

Crucial

Beneficial

essential



Tuesday 4th May

English Week 2 (W/C 4.5.21) Evidence 
towards 

expectationLearning to:

Bank Holiday

Orally plan the structure of a text. 1,5

Use the layout of a newspaper to structure writing. 12

Use a variety of sentence lengths 8

Swimming



Britain’s Answer to Disney!







Thoughts
You need to create three people, one will 
be a thrill seeker, one, an owner of the 

park and another who opposes it. 
Think about what you will be called and 
how old you are. Make a note of this on 

your planning sheet.
Write down one thing each person may 

say about the theme park



Complete your planning sheet using the 
information you have been given. Extract 
the information you think is important.

Planning



Wednesday 5th May

VGPS
Modal verbs









Thinking about the words given, write a few 
sentences of your own about the opening of the 
theme park which will include modal verbs. These could
then be used in your writing this week

The management say it will rival Disneyland Paris.

Opening the park should create hundreds of new jobs 
in the area.

The new theme park must open in 2024 according to 
its owners.

Write Your Own



Wednesday 5th May

English Week 2  (W/C 5.5.21) Evidence 
towards 

expectationLearning to:

Bank Holiday

Orally plan the structure of a text. 1,5

Use the layout of a newspaper to structure writing. 12

Use a variety of sentence lengths 8

Swimming



Structure
You need a blank page.

Count 5 lines down and draw a line across 
the page. (Headline)

Count one line down and draw a line 
across the page. (Byline)

Fold your page in half and draw a line 
down (from the Byline), these will be your 

columns.
Stick your picture box and caption in 

either of the columns



Let’s Write!
Using your planning sheet, you are going to 
write the start of your newspaper report. You 
will write your:

Headline
By line
Lead Paragraph
Main Body

Think carefully about how we wrote last week 
and use the same structure.
No quotes are needed today.



Features Required:
Headline (Given)

By line (Your name, entertainment correspondent)
Sub titles (if you would like – usually one word)

Lead paragraph (4 or 5 ws)
Events in chronological order (from second paragraph)

Past tense
Third Person

Formal language
Columns

Quotes – reported and direct 
Pictures with captions

Concluding paragraph to explain what may happen next





Thursday 6th May

VGPS
Varied sentence length



Simple, Compound, Complex
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z4m8r2p

TTYP
What’s the difference 

between a simple, compound 
and complex sentence?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z4m8r2p


Simple
A simple sentence consists of one clause that 

has a subject and a verb.
It makes sense on its own.

I sang.
The park opened.

The park includes different zones.

Write one of your own.



Compound
A compound sentence has at least two major 
independent clauses. They can be joined by a 
semicolon, or a comma and coordinating 
conjunction such as 'but', 'and' and 'so'

The park opened so I was excited.
The park will include different 

zones but they won’t all open at 
the same time.

Write one of your own.



Complex
Complex sentences have at least one main clause and 

one subordinate clause that adds more detail and 
information to the sentence. The conjunction can 
appear at various points in the sentence. (I SAW A 

WABUB)

The park opened after three 
years of building.
After three years of building, the 
park opened.

Write one of your own.



Thursday 6th May

English Week 2 (W/C 6.5.21) Evidence 
towards 

expectationLearning to:

Bank Holiday

Orally plan the structure of a text. 1,5

Use the layout of a newspaper to structure writing. 12

Use a variety of sentence lengths 8

Swimming



Let’s Write!
Using your planning sheet, you are going to 
write the rest of your newspaper report. You 
will write your:

Quotes (direct and reported)
Forward Look
Caption

Think carefully about how we wrote last week 
and use the same structure.



Features Required:
Headline (Given)

By line (Your name, entertainment correspondent)
Sub titles (if you would like – usually one word)

Lead paragraph (4 or 5 ws)
Events in chronological order (from second paragraph)

Past tense
Third Person

Formal language
Columns

Quotes – reported and direct
Varied sentence lengths 
Pictures with captions

Concluding paragraph to explain what may happen next





Edit
Once you have completed your 

newspaper reports, you need to check 
through for sense.

Underline the features you have included 
and say what they are in the margin.

Today, you really want to show examples 
of speech and varied sentence lengths.




